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STRAND COLOUR-FIL TE )R 
REMOTE CONTROL 

Remote colour change control is for use in those situations where space does 

not allow duplication of lanterns for change of colour, or where duplication 

would not provide sufficient variety of colour. 

REMOTE COLOUR CHANGE 
MECHANISM 

Strand Electric have devised a spec
ially -': compact mechanism capable of 
moving colour frames of up to 12 in. 
diameter independently of gravity. The 
colour change unit can be fitted by 
standard methods to lantern Pattern 
Nos. 53, 58, 76; two methods being 
illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. The unit 
gives four colours and white, singly or 
in combination, selected in any order 
and offers advantages in reduction of 
weight, size and price over direct acting 
solenoid types. 

Fig. 1. Pattern 53 with colour change. 

SPECIFICATION 

Robust mechanism formed as self-contained unit between cast 
aluminium end plates. Solenoid operated gears select colour 
frames to travel " in " beam and are spring-loaded to select 
colours to travel "out" when not energised . Gears have a 
safety section free of teeth to act as travel limit. Frames travel 
between rubber-covered stops and are locked "in" or" out" . 
Frames are driven "in" or" out" by a uni-directional shaded 
pole motor of adequate torque carried on end plate ; frame 
travel time 1.8 sees. Motor is for 220-250 A.C. SO cycles only 
and solenoid coi Is are for 165 volts approx. D.C. (i.e . fu I I-wave 
metal rectifier output when used on 220-250 volts single phase 
A.C.). Colour frames are of a diameter to suit lantern con
cerned . They are removable and are provided with location 
stems to ensure that they are parallel to one another. Standard 
travel into beam is from right to left facing lantern, i.e . the 
colour magazine is right handed. Left handed magazines can be 
arranged to order. All mechanisms are supplied with 3 ft. P.V.C. 
tails terminating in a multi-way plug together with a female 
socket in a sheet metal box 5! in. by 2k in. by 2i in. Weight of 
unit without lantern or colour frames is 10 lb. 
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Fig. 2. Pattern 76 with colour change. 
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